At Atmos Energy

You can make a difference
At Atmos Energy, we work together to bring clean and reliable natural gas to homes and businesses throughout eight states. Here, you will work with an energetic, diverse and safety-conscious workforce with a variety of skills, talents, backgrounds and experiences. With all this diversity and opportunity, there are lots of great reasons to work here. Here are the reasons we think are special.

- Developing your career/growing personally
- Balancing your work with life and family
- Making a difference
- Building on the past/focusing on the future
- Focusing on people and culture
- Rewarding careers

Find out more about the AtmoSpirit we share at atmosenergy.com/careers.
Developing your career/growing personally

Challenging

“Atmos Energy is a company of smart people with a high emotional IQ,” says Xinli Tu. In her homeland of China, Xinli’s parents and teachers supported her passion for hard work, high expectations and open-mindedness. As a result, she earned her bachelor’s degree in China and her master’s degree at the University of North Texas.

Today, Xinli has become an integral part of the Atmos Energy family. As a professional web manager and applications developer, she interacts with and provides technology solutions to departments company-wide. Xinli worked for several companies before finding her home at Atmos Energy. After a few interviews, she knew it felt right and accepted a position. “I had a real sense of belonging. I never had this feeling before.”

“Atmos Energy has a great company culture. Plus, I get to work on new and challenging projects all the time.”

Xinli Tu, IT Senior Applications Developer, South Texas and Rockport, Pharr, Dallas, TX

Balancing your work with life and family

Caring

Growing up in the West Texas landscape, Maria Brice knows how challenging the climate can be. Her job as dispatch supervisor is not just about getting technicians where they need to be, but getting them there safe and sound. They know there’s always a caring voice on the other end of the line.

“Atmos Energy is very understanding about family and flexibility, which helps to balance the time I spend at home and work. I had a baby who was in the neonatal intensive care unit for seven weeks, and Atmos Energy was there for me,” says Maria. “My team members throughout the company came together to help while I was pregnant and after delivery.”

As part of her job, Maria travels throughout the system and mans new hires, spreading the Atmos Energy spirit of service wherever she goes. “Compared to other companies, employees have a lot of support and training—from how to do your job safely to supporting events that benefit you and the community like CPR training and March of Dimes walks.”

“Atmos Energy appreciates you and everything you do.”

Maria Brice, Dispatch Supervisor, Mother and Lifeline, Amarillo, TX
I come to a place I enjoy every single day, and I’m developing a lifelong career that’s focused on providing a safe working environment and reliable energy to customers.” – Ryne White

Making a difference

Passionate

“I really enjoy making a difference in the lives of others by showing a genuine interest and helping them to succeed,” says Corey Green. His sincerity and passion for bringing out the best in others is evident through his career path at Atmos Energy, his dedication to youth mentoring programs and his involvement in community revitalization efforts.

Corey learned a strong work ethic and sense of family from his mother and an uncle. He also credited them for his high level of energy and internal motivation – which he needed early in his career. He was a hands-on father and husband with a full-time job, and was also going to community college. Because of Corey’s perseverance, and with help from Atmos Energy’s Robert W. Best Education Assistance program, he completed his bachelor’s degree in Organization Leadership.

“What sets Atmos Energy apart is the culture and career opportunities that are available,” explains Corey. During his career, Corey has enjoyed leading community outreach programs, plus mentoring new and current employees. His enthusiasm for personal growth and leadership is contagious.

Enduring

When Atmos Energy talks about its unique heritage and limitless future, no two employees exemplify that better than Buddy White and his son, Ryne. The father and son team call a rural horse farm in Kentucky home, and share a commitment for supporting their community and living the values that Atmos Energy advocates.

Buddy has held many positions in his 20-plus years at Atmos Energy. He is currently a crew leader helping to build a safe and reliable natural gas system. Ryne grew up enjoying math and decided to build a career in engineering. Today, Ryne designs the infrastructure for highway relocations and works on growth and development projects to bring natural gas to the businesses and communities that depend on it.

“I grew up knowing that Atmos Energy was a great company. Everyone who worked with my dad was like family. I knew I wanted to work there,” Ryne explains. “I travel a lot with my job, and no matter where I go, Atmos Energy people are there to step up, help you out, and make you feel like you fit in.”

“I’ve grown personally and professionally with the career opportunities and culture of leadership here.”

Corey Green, Lead Employee Engagement and Organizational Development, Motivationalist

Building on the past/focusing on the future

Corey Green, Lead Employee Engagement and Organizational Development, Motivationalist

Corey Green, Lead Employee Engagement and Organizational Development, Motivationalist
**Focusing on people and safety**

The spirit of Atmos Energy is embodied in five principles:

1. Inspire trust.
2. Be at your best.
3. Bring out the best in others.
4. Focus on the future.
5. Make a difference.

Our century-old success is embodied in these AtmoSpirit principles and our focus on safety: for our employees, the gas system we operate, and for the public. Employees develop and live these principles and safety values every day, both on and off the job.

The company’s culture of leadership begins before a candidate is offered a job. Employees are treated with a respectful and caring attitude. Here, you don’t have to have a title to be a leader. That’s why Atmos Energy is a great place to work.

---

**Rewarding careers**

Field Operations
Engineering
Information Technology
Accounting/Finance
Marketing Communications
Professional/Administrative
Customer Service

**Opportunity**

Whether you work out in the community or in a technical or business area, you are part of a cohesive team that celebrates, recognizes and rewards your contributions. Atmos Energy’s vision is to be the safest provider of natural gas services, to be recognized for exceptional customer service, and to be a great employer. We are a financially strong company with more than 100 years of being a responsible corporate neighbor and providing excellent career opportunities for Atmos Energy employees.
Communities we call home

Atmos Energy is a financially strong company that is committed to providing our 1,400 plus communities with clean and affordable natural gas. These communities are more than a place to do business; they’re where employees live and volunteer time to support many educational, civic and charitable organizations. We aspire to be a caring neighbor in all our communities. Employees demonstrate this by volunteering thousands of hours of their time every year.

Growing stronger and better

Atmos Energy is made up of nearly 5,000 employees who take care of more than 3 million customers. Our regulated distribution business provides natural gas service to customers in 8 states and manages approximately 76,000 miles of pipeline. We are the largest provider of natural gas in Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas, plus we operate one of the largest intrastate pipelines in Texas. Employees take pride in the years of leadership and innovation that has been contributed to our industry. We’ve been awarded “Best Places to Work” in several communities, and received the EPA’s Continuing Excellence and STAR awards for emission reductions. We are traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol ATO.
Visit atmosenergy.com/careers for further information about the company and the diverse opportunities you will find at Atmos Energy Corporation.